
Alexandria, 26 February 2008

Art/Eco Platform Cappadocia

Turkey

E-mail: boumanbk@xs4all.nl

LABELING YOUR ACTION – 1001 ACTIONS FOR DIALOGUE

"ART/ECO PLATFORM CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY - WATER MANAGEMENT AWARENESS

RAISING ON LOCATION."

Dear Colleague,

I am writing to thank you for submitting your action through our micro-grant call for proposals.

Although I have the regret to inform you that the Foundation is not able to offer direct financial support to your

proposed initiative, we are in a position to officially label your action in the framework of the ‘1001 Actions

for Dialogue’.

Concerning the micro-grants call, the response was beyond our expectations having received over seven

hundred and fifty proposed actions in the month of January. Due to the restriction in finance and the need to

support a minimum of actions in each of the thirty-seven Euro-Mediterranean countries we have not been able

to grant financial support to the majority of actions.

Indeed with regards to your proposal itself I was most pleased to hear from my staff colleagues their positive

evaluation and recommendation to reward your action with the official label of ‘1001 Actions’. Through

officially labeling your action the Foundation can:

- provide visibility for your organization and activity at the national and regional level through presenting

your action in the official publication which will be launched at the Euro-Mediterranean Ministers of

Culture meeting in May 2008;

- provide promotion of your action through the calendar of activities to be sent out across our Networks;

- support the networking of you action through our online platform and through providing information on

you action to other organizations across our thirty-seven national networks of civil society organizations;

- offering advise and support to the development of your action through your Head of Network and

nominated Development Officer here at the headquarters of the Foundation.

In accepting the label for the action, we would encourage you to use the label on any publication or

promotional material connected to your campaign action.

In this way we hope your proposed action can contribute to the overall success of this unique collective

movement for coexistence in the region and to raising the importance of intercultural dialogue with opinion-

makers and decision-makers.

Should you be willing to modify any of the content of your action proposal for the final publication or for the

online action group please contact your assigned development officer at the Foundation headquarters.

I look forward to continue working with you.

Yours Sincerely,

Ambassador Dr. Lucio Guerrato

Executive Director of Anna Lindh Foundation


